
 

 

CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS 

 

With the theoretical groundwork laid on the previous studies, this chapter will 

provide a preliminary analysis on the phrasal and sentential structures of Hakka da2 

constructions on the one hand, and introduce the complicated phenomena of the 

various usages with the consideration of discourse, on the other. In section 4.1, 

therefore, the phrasal structures including two prototypical categories: [VN] and [VC] 

constructions and one idiosyncratic category: [VAV] constructions will be presented 

with the examination of the properties of argument realization, degree of affectedness 

and transitivity. Next, we will scrutinize three categories: causative constructions, 

inchoative constructions, and unaccusative constructions respectively at the sentential 

level.7 Subsequently, in section 4.3, we will probe into the sentential variants in which 

some linguistic strategies such as deprofiling or change of word order are applied with 

different discourse requirements. Finally, a brief remark will be proposed in section 

4.4. 

                                                 
7  Thanks to Professor One-soon Her, Professor Chin-fa Lien, and Professor Huei-ling Lai for valuable 
suggestions for sentential constructions. 
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4.1 Phrasal Structures of da2 Constructions 

The most basic or general meaning of the verb da2 (打) ‘to hit’ in Hakka is 

hitting. In addition, the performance of Hakka da2 is productive since it can substitute 

for various verbs in Mandarin usage. For example, da2 dan1 (打單) ‘to buy a ticket’ 

in Hakka is expressed as mai3 piao4 (買票) ‘to buy a ticket’ in Mandarin; da2 fun2 

(打粉) ‘to powder the face’ in Hakka is expressed as mo3 fen3 (抹粉) ‘to powder the 

face’ in Mandarin. To be more specifically on semantic account, the meanings of da2 

can refer to not only actions, such as digging da2 ziang2 (打井) ‘to excavate the water 

well’, studying da2 rha7 hok8 (打夜學) ‘to go to the night school’, opening da2 mun5 

(打門) ‘to open the door’, but also the natural phenomena da2 lui5 gung1 (打雷公) 

‘to thunder’, etc. In addition, the verb da2 plays the role of mental state verb in some 

aspects. The word da2 son3 (打算) means ‘to intend’, which represents mental 

processing without any dynamic action. Still in some instances the verb da2 functions 

as an empty lexeme which does not carry the primary meaning. Therefore, the 

meaning of da2 du2 (打賭) ‘to bet’ relies on the word du2 (賭) ‘to gamble’ and the 

meaning of da2 son3 (打算) ‘to intend’ depends on son3 (算) ‘to count’ (though the 

meanings of the pairs such as da2 du2 (打賭) ‘to bet’ and du2 (賭) ‘to gamble’ are not 

identical). In other words, semantic extension emerges in Hakka da2 constructions. 

Furthermore, the phrasal structures of da2 constructions in Hakka show a vast amount 
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of syntactic and semantic variations. For example, the general patterns of da2 

constructions are the [VN] constructions, the [VC] constructions, and the 

idiosyncratic [VAV] constructions. It is observed that the object in the first phrasal 

construction [VN] can be profiled as various argument rules such as a patient, a 

location, or an instrument. In other words, the thematic roles of the objects or the 

complements in da2 constructions are not necessarily being the prototypical roles: 

patients or themes. With different characters played by the objects, the degree of 

affectedness on account of transitivity, subsequently, performs diversely. That is, the 

transfer of energy from the effectors (such as the agents) to the effectees (such as the 

patients) may vary in different linguistic situations. Consequently, both argument 

realization and the four levels of affectedness related to transitivity, namely pure 

inclusion, superficial inclusion, partial inclusion and total inclusion, have to be 

tackled simultaneously in each type of phrasal constructions. In the second phrasal 

construction [VC], the complement which follows the verb da2 also equips with 

multiple senses such as a path or a manner. As for the third phrasal construction, 

various complicated variants can be observed in this classification. The data of the 

idiosyncratic construction [VAV] which is not observed in Mandarin Chinese is 

pervasive in Hakka such as the instance da2 gieu2 gio1 (打狗  ) ‘to cringe like a 

dog’ which involves the way of manner. Therefore, this section will introduce the 
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variety of phrasal structures and provide a detailed examination on the basis of 

constructional approach with the inspection of argument realization and transitivity. 

 

4.1.1 The [VN] Constructions 

Being a highly transitive verb, da2 mostly is regarded as a transitive verb with 

two obligatory arguments: the hitter, typically the agent, which performs the action of 

hitting, and the hittee, typically the patient, which suffers the effect of the action.8  

To start with, we will categorize the [VN] constructions of phrasal structures 

of da2 constructions according to the semantic role interpreted by the object. In each 

type which relates to energy transfer, the concept of affectedness will be applied to 

give an account of transitivity. 

 

                                                 
8  The relevant semantic primitives which can be observed in our data of da2 constructions are shown 

in (42). 

 

(42) Semantic primitives of da2 (打) ‘to hit’ in Hakka 

     a. Agent: an animate participant of an event that carries out an action 

     b. Patient: an entity which undergoes the effect of the action (typically a change of state) 

performed by the agent 

c. Theme: an entity which undergoes the effect of the action (typically a change of location) 

performed by the agent 

d. Result/Product: the effected object or the event which is created 

e. Location/Order: the place in which the participant is situated 

f. Manner: the way which the agent carries out the action 

g. Instrument: the means by which an action is operated 
h: Path: the direction to which the participant moves 
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4.1.1.1 Noun profiling a patient 

The object in this part is affected by the agent. The patients in this 

classification involve different degrees of closeness. Though being contacted, some 

patients do not change their shapes or properties, but some patients do undergo a 

change of state. In the following discussion, we will demonstrate the examples with 

their corresponding figures which are obtained in our collected data. 

 superficial inclusion 

 
                         
                         
                       
 
 

(43) 打銅鑼

   da2  tung5lo5 
    hit    gong 

‘to beat a gong’  
 
 

(44) 打嘴角 
   da2  zhoi3   gok4 

    hit   mouth  corner 
‘to slap someone across the face’  

 
 

(45) 打脈 
   da2  mak4 

    hit   pause 
‘to take someone’s pause (for diagnosis)’  
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Example (43) describes the event that a gong which plays the role of a patient 

is being beaten by the agent. Though the surface of the gong is touched and 

consequently the sound is produced due to the action of hitting, no change of the gong 

occurs. In other words, this type implies merely a low level of closeness.  

The similar phenomenon can be observed in (44). After being slapped in the 

face, the face may be red and swollen. In addition, the sound of slapping may be 

produced as well. However, no change is brought about in the object zhoi3 gok4 (嘴

角) ‘the face’ itself. It is interesting that after the action of hitting, the person who is 

slapped may feel painful. To be more specifically, the apparent patient zhoi3 gok4 (嘴

角) ‘the face’ is the body part of the person who is being hit. A whole-part relationship 

can be observed in (44) which denotes that the authentic patient is the person who is 

affected by the hitting action. 

(45) illustrates that a doctor of traditional Chinese medicine makes a diagnosis 

and gives treatment by feeling the vibration of the patient’s pause. Generally, the 

doctor may press his fingers onto the patient’s wrist with slight strength. Therefore, 

the energy flow will not affect the pause internally. Only superficial contact occurs in 

this diagnostic behavior. 

Some patients may involve in an energy flow, but no energy affects the objects 

internally. In other words, the patients are partially affected but their innate 
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characteristics do not change. The repeated figure shows the energy flow and the two 

examples in (46) and (47) illustrate. 

 partial inclusion 

 
                          
                       
                       
 
 

(46) 打石 
   da2  shak8 

    hit   stone 
‘to carve a stone’  

 
 

(47) 打田 
   da2  tien5 

    hit   land 
‘to cultivate a land’  

 
 

Example (46) specifies the action of sculpture. The stone here may change its 

configuration or size after being affected by the act of hitting. However, no 

transformation of the internal essence occurs. The materials of the raw substance, that 

is, the stone, and the sculptured product are still identical. Another example is da2 

tien5 (打田) ‘to cultivate a land’ as shown in (47). After the activity of cultivation, the 

land may be more fertile than before. However, the essence of the land does not 

change. A minute discrepancy between the two instances is that while the size instead 
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of the composition of the stone may change, it is the composition other than the size 

of the land that may vary. Either one, however, does not change its properties 

holistically. 

Yet, in a total inclusion type, some patients may alter their shapes and intrinsic 

quality in an across-the-board manner as exemplified below. 

 total inclusion 

 
                           
                       
                      
 
 

(48) 打卵 
    da2  lon2 

     hit   egg 
‘to crack an egg’ 
‘to whip an egg’ 

 
 

(49) 打紙炮 
   da2  zhi3   pau3 

    hit   paper  firecracker 
‘to set off firecrackers’  

 
 

The total or the highest transitivity can be observed in this part. The object 

lon2 (卵) ‘an egg’ in (48) may be cracked or be whipped. In either situation, the 

eggshell is broken by the action of hitting. In other words, the form of the egg is 

destroyed. Therefore, it is impossible for someone to pick up the egg anymore. 
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Likewise, the firecrackers which are on fire produce sounds and get burned 

simultaneously. Subsequently, the internal structure of firecrackers is abolished. 

 

4.1.1.2 Noun profiling a theme 

A theme denotes the semantic role which is moved by an action. Unlike a 

patient, the theme does not change its substance. Hence, only the superficial 

affectedness of transitivity is perceived in this part. Observe the following relevant 

examples. 

 superficial inclusion 

 
 
                         
                         
                       
 
 

(50) 打單 
   da2  dan1 

    hit   ticket 
‘to buy a ticket’  

 
 

(51) 打魚9

   da2  ng5 
    hit   fish 

‘to catch fish’  
 

 

                                                 
9  This example is extracted from Hakka Stories from Dungshi (Ⅴ) (東勢客語故事集(五)), p.2. 
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(52) 打賬仔 
   da2  zong3     er5 

    hit   blackmail  SF 
‘to blackmail or extort’  

 
 

Da2 dan1 (打單) ‘to buy a ticket’ in (50) indicates that the ticket is moved 

from the ticket counter to the customer, who is the agent here. No change of state 

occurs onto the ticket. As in the case of (51), it describes the action of fish-catching 

instead of fish-hitting. Therefore, the focus lays on the movement of the fish from the 

source like the river or the lake to the goal such as the basket of the fisher. The illegal 

activity of da2 zong3 er5 (打賬仔) ‘to blackmail or extort’ as shown in (52) is also an 

interesting example. The patient namely the victim is implicit in this phrasal instance. 

The theme, that is the money, is moved from the victim to the extortioner by the 

action of extortion. Among all, the substantial statuses of the themes do not alter. 

Therefore, the energy flow affects the themes merely in a superficial state. 

 

4.1.1.3 Noun profiling a result/product  

The objects here are distinguished with the argument role of the patient since 

they not only change the shapes but something else are created or produced. If the 

process is interrupted, the ultimate result or the product can not be accomplished. 

Therefore, (53) designates that if someone stops weaving a pair of straw shoes, the 
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object can not be denoted as straw shoes until the action is finished.  

 total inclusion 

 
                           
                       
                      
 
 

(53) 打草鞋 
   da2  co2    hai5 

      hit   straw  shoe 
‘to weave straw shoes’  

 
 

(54) 打井 
   da2  ziang2 

    hit   water well 
‘to excavate the water well’  

 
 
(55) 打拍仔10

   da2  pok4  er5 
    hit   beat   SF 

‘to beat time’  
 
 

Co2 hai5 (草鞋) ‘the straw shoes’ therefore, are effected objects, which are 

profiled as the role of results or products here. An identical phenomenon can be 

observed in (54). The object ziang2 (井) ‘the water well’ is an artificial structure 

which is excavated for water requirement by any methods like digging, boring, or 

                                                 
10  The data is extracted from Hakka Stories from Miaoli (Ⅱ) (苗栗縣客語故事集(二)), p.40. 
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driving. Not until the source below the surface of the earth is reached can the 

deepened hole is regarded as a well. The object pok4 er5 (拍仔) ‘the beat’ in (55) is 

an abstract item which is out of the question to encounter the energy of hitting. The 

authentic but implicit patient is performed by shiu2 ba1 zhong2 (手巴掌) ‘the palm’, 

which is affected by the energy of hitting without doubt. By the action of hitting, the 

beat pok4 er5 (拍仔) then is created. Therefore, it is assigned as a product or a result 

as well. 

 

The data above demonstrates that the result or the product can either be 

concrete objects as co2 hai5 (草鞋) ‘the straw shoes’ or abstract entities as pok4 er5 

(拍仔) ‘the beat’. Furthermore, some spontaneous activities can also be regarded as 

the members in this type, as instantiated in the following examples. 

 
 
(56) 打噎琢 
   da2  et8  duk8 

    hit   hiccough 
‘to make a hiccough’  

 
 

(57) 打哈啾 
   da2  hat4  ciu1 

    hit    sneeze 
‘to make a sneeze’  
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 (58) 打忸惇 
   da2  nuk8  zhun1 

    hit     shiver 
‘to make a shiver’  
 
 

The entities in (56), (57), and (58) all refer to the biological or physical events 

which can not be controlled at will. In sum, not only the concrete objects but also 

abstract items as well as biological events can stand for the result or the product in 

Hakka phrasal constructions. 

 

4.1.1.4 Noun profiling a location/order  

The post-verbal element can denote a location or order in some data. The [N] 

elements in example (59) and (60) are profiled as order while that in (61) is profiled 

as a location. Let’s start with the instances with order roles. 

 
 

 (59) 打第一名 
   da2  ti7 rhit4  miang5 

    hit    first     prize 
‘to get the first prize’  

 
 

(60) 打頭陣 
   da2  teu5  chin3 

    hit   head  line 
‘to be the first position’  
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(61) 打中原11

   da2  zhung1  ngien5 
    hit    central plains 

‘to attack people in Central Plains’  
 
 

Example (59) denotes a situation that the agent gets the first prize. In other 

words, the [N] element ti7 rhit4 miang5 (第一名) ‘the first prize’ refers to order 

literally. The instance (60) also illustrates the situation where someone or something is 

situated at the first position. However, the word teu5 (頭) ‘head’ is not a concrete 

object which refers to the body part of human beings. Instead, it is transformed into an 

abstract concept of order. Here, an OBJECT-FOR-ORDER metonymy therefore is 

applied. The case (61) signifies that the agents carry out their attack on Central Plains. 

Nevertheless, it is insignificant for people to attack the land. To be more specifically, 

the location zhung1 ngien5 (中原) ‘Central Plains’ is regarded as the metonymy for 

people who live in zhung1 ngien5 (中原) ‘Central Plains’. In other words, the 

LOCATION-FOR-PEOPLE metonymy is operated. 

 

4.1.1.5 Noun profiling a manner  

The examples here mostly refer to someone who is in a certain situation or a 

specific manner. Example (62) and (63) illustrate the states that the agents are 

                                                 
11  The data is extracted from Hakka Stories from Miaoli (苗栗縣客語故事集), p.188. 
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feet-naked without wearing shoes, or waist-naked without wearing clothes. The 

adjectives precede the nouns explicitly modify the objects. As for (64), it describes 

that the agent visits others without presents, which may be regarded as an impolite 

behavior. 

 
 

(62) 打赤腳 
   da2  chak4  giok4 

    hit   naked  foot 
‘to be feet-naked’  

 
 

(63) 打赤膊 
   da2  chak4  bok4 

    hit   naked  waist 
‘to be waist-naked’  

 
 

 (64) 打空手 
   da2  kung1  shiu2 

    hit   empty  hand 
    ‘to visit others without presents’ 

 

4.1.1.6 Noun profiling an instrument 

To interpret literally, it seems that the nouns here are the patients which suffer 

the force of hitting. However, no hitting energy is transferred to the post-verbal noun. 

The semantic role of the instrument here is denoted by the nominal object, as 

illustrated in the following examples. 
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(65) 打銃仔 
   da2  chung3  er5 

    hit   gun     SF 
‘to shoot something with a gun’  

 
 

(66) 打碌碡12

   da2  luk8chuk8 
    hit   agricultural machines for smashing the soil 

‘to smash the soil with agricultural machines’  
 
 

 (67) 打網13

   da2  miong2 
    hit   net 

‘to catch something with a net’  
 
 

The three instances specify the means by which the agents applied. The agent 

in example (65) shoots something by using a gun. The object in (66) is a kind of 

argument implement which is manipulated in a farm. The function is to smash the soil 

on the land for better cultivation. The soil, therefore, is the authentic patient. In the 

case of (67), the agent catches something like fish with a net. These data show that all 

the patients are implicit in the phrasal structures. Though they are not referred literally, 

the characters of the patients can be deduced from the activity with the instruments for 

specific purposes. It is interesting that the instrument roles instead of the patient roles 

occupy the object positions in this classification. 

                                                 
12  The data is extracted from the NCCU Corpus of Spoken Hakka (國立政治大學客語口語語料庫). 
13  The data is extracted from Hakka Stories from Dungshi (Ⅴ) (東勢客語故事集(五)), p.54. 
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4.1.2 The [VC] Constructions 

The diversity of the characters of the nouns in the [VN] constructions is 

proposed in 4.1.1. It is explicit that these post-verbal nominal elements can denote not 

only concrete objects such as patients or themes but also abstract concepts like 

locations or states. Aside from nouns, other elements such as complements or other 

verbs can also be preceded by the word da2 (打) ‘to hit’. In 4.1.2, the semantic 

properties of the post-verbal complements will be introduced with the discussion of 

some derived complicated phrasal [VC] constructions.  

 

4.1.2.1 Complement profiling a result 

The themes or patients in this type undergo a change of state. In the [VC] 

construction which is composed of the verb da2 (打) and the resultative complement, 

the complement plays the role to indicate the resultative state of the patients or the 

themes after implementing the actions. Let us begin with (68) to (71). 

 
 

(68) 打壞 
   da2  fai3 

    hit   broken 
‘to make something broken’  
‘to become broken’ 
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(69) 打缺 
   da2  kiet4 

    hit   chip 
‘to make something chipped’ 
‘to become chipped’ 

 
 

(70) 打衊 
   da2  met8 

    hit   dirty 
‘to make something dirty’ 
‘to become dirty’ 

 
 

(71) 打毋見 
   da2  m5gien3 

    hit    disappear 
‘to make something disappear’ 

        ‘to disappeared’ 
 
 

These complements describe the resultative state of the patient or the theme 

caused by the action. The energy flow from the agent can have various effects on the 

theme. Here we use the object von2 (碗) ‘the bowl’ for illustration as exemplified in 

the following. 

 
 

(72) 碗打壞哩。 
   Von2  da2  fai3    le 

    bowl   hit  break  PART 
‘The bowl broke.’  
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(73) 碗打缺哩。 
   Von2  da2  kiet4  le 

    bowl   hit  chip  PART 
‘The bowl chipped.’  

 
 

(74) 碗打衊哩。 
   Von2  da2  met8   le 

    bowl   hit  dirty  PART 
‘The bowl became dirty.’  

 
 

(75) 碗打毋見哩。 
Von2  da2  m5gien3    le 

    bowl   hit  disappear  PART 
‘The bowl disappeared.’  

 
 

The object von2 (碗) ‘the bowl’ in (72) are totally affected. The complement 

fai3 (壞) ‘break’ implies that the patient which is destructed does not equip with the 

function of a bowl anymore. In (73), though receiving the power of energy as well, 

the patient von2 (碗) ‘the bowl’ may be used. In other words, the patient here is 

partially affected by the energy. The effect of energy in (74) and (75) is superficial 

since the bowl may still be in the integrity in a common situation even though it is 

dirty or it disappears.  

Another noteworthy issue has to do with the argument realization in the 

subject position. The data shows that either an agent or a patient can play the role of 

the subject. Consider the comparative examples below. 
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(76) 佢打缺碗哩。 
   Gi5  da2  kiet4  von2  le 

    he   hit   chip  bowl  PART 
‘He chipped the bowl.’  

 
 

(77) 佢扌老14碗打缺哩。 
   Gi5  lau1   von2  da2  kiet4  le 

        he   CAUS  bowl  hit  chip  PART 
‘He chipped the bowl.’  

 
 

(78) 碗打缺哩。 
    Von2  da2  kiet4  le 

     bowl   hit  chip  PART 
‘The bowl chipped.’  
 

 

While the subject position is occupied by an agent in (76) and (77), it is the 

patient which is in the status of the subject in (78). Note that the causative meaning 

can be obtained in the former two examples while the inchoative meaning is encoded 

in the last one. The detailed analysis of causative and inchoative constructions will be 

discussed in 4.2. 

 

4.1.2.2 Complement profiling a manner 

In addition to denoting a resultative state, the complements can illustrate in 

what way the action is applied as well. The positions of complements mostly are 

                                                 
14  The morpheme lau1 (扌老) is a causative marker in Hakka which will be introduced in detail in 
section 4.2. 
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occupied by adverbials syntactically as in (79) to (81). 

 
 
(79) 打直 
   da2  cit8 

    hit   vertical 
‘to become vertical’  

 
 

(80) 打橫 
   da2  vang5 

    hit   horizontal 
‘to become horizontal’  

 
 

(81) 打側 
   da2  zet4 

    hit   side 
‘to become sideward’ 
 
 

However, while both causative and inchoative usages occur in the [VC] 

construction composed of the word da2 (打) and the resultative complement, the 

causative usage is prohibited here: 

 
 
(82) *佢打直竹仔。 
    Gi5  da2  cit8     zhuk4    er5 

     he   hit   vertical  bamboo  SF 
‘*He makes the bamboo to become vertical.’  
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(83) *佢打橫酒罐。 
    Gi5  da2  vang5     ziu2  gon3 

     he   hit   horizontal  wine  bottle 
‘He makes the bottle of wine to become horizontal.’  
 
 

(84) *佢打側門。 
    Gi5  da2  zet4  mun5 

     he   hit   side  door 
‘*He put the door sideward.’ 
 
 

On the contrary, inchoative usage is preferred here. Therefore, it is the 

inanimate theme which is placed in the subject position. 

 
 

(85)   竹仔打直哩。 
      Zhuk4   er5   da2  cit8    le 

       bamboo  SF   hit  vertical  PART 
‘The bamboo became vertical.’  

 
 

(86)   酒罐打橫哩。 
      Ziu2  gon3   da2  vang5     le      

       wine  bottle  hit   horizontal  PART 
‘The bottle of wine became horizontal.’  

 
 

(87)   門打側哩。 
      Mun5  da2  zet4   le 
       door  hit   side  PART 

‘The door became sideward.’ 
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4.1.2.3 Complement profiling a path 

The paths which are tracked from the source to the goal location can be 

denoted in the [VC] construction as shown in (88) and (89). 

 
 
 (88) 打入 

   da2  ngip8 
        hit   enter 

‘to hit inwards’  
 
 

(89) 打出(去) 
   da2  chut4  (hi3) 

    hit   exit   (go) 
‘to hit outwards’  

 
 

The directions of the two examples are on the contrary. While the movement 

in (88) is from the outside to the inside, the movement in (89) is outward. Therefore, 

the thematic role after the predicate in the former instance is a goal, whereas that in 

the latter instance is a source role. 

 

4.1.3 The [VAV] constructions 

The peculiar construction which is composed of three morphemes: the word 

da2 (打 ) ‘to hit’, an element with adverbial property, and one other verb, is 

nevertheless common in Hakka phrasal constructions. The formations and the 
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components of the [VAV] constructions therefore are particularly noteworthy. A 

preliminary analysis therefore is provided here to scrutinize the internal structures of 

them. In our collected data, it is observed that the [A] element can be either an 

authentic adverb, or a noun which carries adverbial characteristics. Let’s start with the 

first type of the [VAV] constructions which consists of a genuine adverb, as illustrated 

in (90), (91), and (92). 

 
 
(90) 打淨食 
   da2  ciang7  shit8 

      hit   only    eat 
‘to eat something only’  

 
 

(91) 打蹎蹁 
   da2  lien1       pien1 

    hit   unsteady   sprain 
‘to walk falteringly’  

 
 

(92) 打渾吞 
   da2  von4   tun1 

    hit   whole  swallow 
‘to swallow the whole thing without chewing’  

 
 

The [A] elements here are profiled by adverbs. Example (90) specifies the 

situation that the agent eats nothing but the rice only or the vegetables only. The rice 

or the vegetables plays the role of an implicit theme in this example. The agent in (91) 
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sprains his ankle when walking. Subsequently, the agent walks in an unsteady way. 

Likewise, the picture of (92) indicates that the agent swallows the whole thing which 

is not chewed at all. These examples imply that the agents perform the actions in 

certain manners. The [A] elements in this type, therefore, play the role to modify the 

post-adverbial verbs, such as shit8 (食) ‘to eat’, pien1 (蹁) ‘to sprain’, and tun1 (吞) 

‘to swallow’ in (90) to (92) respectively. Since the core semantic verbal meanings are 

conveyed by these post-adverbial verbs, the function or the meaning of da2 (打) ‘to 

hit’ therefore is weakened. 

Two more interesting examples in this type deserve to be mentioned since the 

surface forms of the [A] element in (93) and (94) are not adverbs literally. 

 
 
(93)  打狗 
    da2  gieu2  gio1 

     hit   dog   cringe 
‘to cringe like a dog’  

 
 

(94)  打扽坐 
    da2  dun3                  co1 

     hit   to press or dig downward  sit 
‘to sit in a sudden way’  

 
 

Example (93) denotes an action that the agent cringes like a dog. Hence, the 

word gieu2 (狗) ‘a dog’ does not refer to an animate entity. Instead, the surface 
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nominal word is decategorized to be an adverb which indicates that in what manner or 

shape the action of cringing is implemented. In the case of (94), the [A] element dun3 

(扽) ‘to press or dig downward’ is a verb in ordinary usage. Nevertheless, the function 

of the word dun3 (扽) here is to emphasize the accomplishment of the action of sitting 

in a sudden way. As supposed, the surface verbal morpheme weakens to be an 

adverbial word. In sum, the [A] elements, either as an authentic adverb, or as a noun 

or a verb with adverbial functions, modify the core verb in the [VAV] constructions. 

Another type of the [VAV] constructions is even intricate. Unlike (93) in 

which the plausible nominal word gieu2 (狗) ‘a dog’ is provided with adverbial 

characteristics virtually, the middle element in the [VAV] construction is a legitimate 

noun. Consider the following examples. 

 
 

(95)  打飯銃 
    da2  pon7            chung3 

     hit   the steamed rice   spurt 
‘to spurt the steamed rice’  

 
(96)  打腳偏 
    da2  giog4  pien1 

     hit   feet   sprain 
‘to walk falteringly’  

 
 (97)  打擔 

    da2  dam3            kai1 
     hit   the shoulder pole  carry on the shoulder 

‘to carry something with the shoulder pole’  
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In these three examples, the middle elements are all substantial nouns. Since 

the agent in example (95) is choked, the steamed rice therefore is spurted from the 

source, that is, the agent’s mouth. The literal meaning of (96) denotes that the agent 

sprains his or her feet. The subsequent situation of the agent then is implied: he or she 

walks falteringly since the feet get hurt. In other words, in what way the agent walks 

can be inferred by literal wordings. Example (97) is an intriguing data as well. In 

traditional Chinese society, the business man or the farmer may put their products or 

objects into two baskets. Afterwards, a shoulder pole is applied to carry the two 

baskets with products. With the literal interpretation, it is the shoulder pole which is 

carried on the shoulder. However, the shoulder pole which is an instrument to carry 

the two baskets of products for effort-saving is a substituted form here. Therefore, the 

scene of da2 dam3 kai1 (打擔扌亥) involves a metonymic linguistic application which 

can be observed in (97). Though the middle elements of the three instances seem to be 

nouns, adverbial meanings which denote the manners to execute the actions can still 

be obtained. In other words, the semantic meanings of this type are conveyed by the 

constructions themselves instead of the lexical items alone, which corresponds to the 

spirit of Construction Grammar. 
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4.1.4 The classification of the polysemous da2 

According to Dixon (2005), the verb hit is classified as the AFFECT verb 

which is one of the members in Primary-A verbs. That is, the verb is prototypically 

transitive and involves three semantic roles: the Agent, the Target, and the Manip. 

However, as we mentioned before, da2 (打) in Hakka actually bears several related 

senses in different constructions. In the discussion of AFEECT verbs which is a large 

type in English, Dixon sorts these verbs into eight subtypes (that is, the TOUCH 

subtype, the HIT subtype, the STAB subtype, the RUB subtype, the WRAP subtype, 

the STRECH subtype, the BUILD subtype, and the BREAK subtype) with 

distinguished semantic and syntactic properties. Thus, following these 

subclassifications of AFFECT verbs, we attempt to give an overview of the multiple 

semantic functions of Hakka da2 in this section. 15  Table 3 shows the eight 

subclassifications with their corresponding Hakka examples. 

 

Table 3. Eight subtypes of AFFECT verbs in Hakka da2 phrasal constructions 

AFFECT verbs Hakka Examples 

a. TOUCH 
(e.g. touch, stroke) 

(45) 打脈 
   da2  mak4 

    hit   pause 
‘to take someone’s pause (for diagnosis)’  

                                                 
15  The core semantic denotation AFFECT of the verb da2 is emphasized here due to its high relevancy 
with the original meaning hitting of the verb hit. Other extended senses such as the meanings of 
MOTION, GIVING, or OBEYING, etc, are the unexplored patterns that remain to be further studied in 
the future. 
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b. HIT 
(e.g., hit, slap, shoot, 

whip, hammer) 

(44) 打嘴角 
da2  zhoi3   gok4 

    hit   mouth  corner 
‘to slap someone across the face’  
 

(65) 打銃仔 
da2  chung3  er5 

    hit   gun     SF 
‘to shoot something with a gun’  

c. STAB 
(e.g., stab, dig, cut) 

(46) 打石 
   da2  shak8 

    hit   stone 
‘to carve a stone’  

d. RUB 
(e.g., rub, scrape) 

(98)  打鱗 
da2  lin1 
hit   fish scale 
‘to scrape the scale (from the fish)’ 

e. WRAP 
(e.g., wrap, paint) 

(99)  打粉 
da2  fun2 
hit   powder 
‘to powder’ 

f. STRECH 

(100) 打糾糾 
da2  giu5giu2 
hit    twist 
‘(the rope) to be twisted’ 

g. BUILD 
(e.g., build, weave) 

(53) 打草鞋 
da2  co2    hai5 

  hit   straw  shoe 
‘to weave straw shoes’  

h. BREAK 
(e.g., break, explode) 

(49) 打紙炮 
da2  zhi3   pau3 

    hit   paper  firecracker 
‘to set off firecrackers’  
 

(69) 打缺 
   da2  kiet4 

    hit   chip 
‘to make something chipped’ 
‘to become chipped’ 
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In AFFECT-a, the TOUCH subtype, no disturbance to the Target is triggered 

by the Manip. The agent in (45), which generally is a doctor, uses his finger (the 

Manip, though unmentioned in the example) to TOUCH or take the patient’s pause 

for diagnosis. Only a contact with the Target mak4 (脈) ‘the pause’ occurs.  

The Manip in AFFECT-b, the HIT subtype, has an impact on the Target. The 

activities done by the agent may have specific results. Take (44) for example. After 

the action of slapping, the Target zhoi3 gok4 (嘴角) ‘the mouth; the face’ in (44) may 

redden or be swollen. Furthermore, the Manip can occur in the object position in some 

instances. chung3 er5 (銃仔) ‘a gun’ is the weapon for shooting. However, the central 

meaning of (65) is ‘to shoot with a gun’.16 In other words, the role in the object 

position is the Manip instead of the Target which is deprofiled in this example. 

The third subtype is AFFECT-c, the STAB subtype. The Target shak8 (石) ‘a 

stone’ in (46) is affected by the action of carving which is operated by the Manip. 

Unlike the Targets in AFFECT-a or AFFECT-b, those in this subtype may change 

their shapes. However, the internal essences of them are still constant. 

The next two subtypes are interesting parings. Let’s start with AFFECT-d, the 

RUB subtype. Example (98) illustrates that the surface object lin1 (鱗) ‘the fish scale’ 

of the Target fish is scraped by the agent with the Manip. It is worthy to note that it is 

                                                 
16  In English, the Manip is in the form of verbs which derived from nouns such as whip, hammer, or 
stone. For further discussion, see Dixon (2005). 
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the item on the surface which is profiled in the object position. The Target or the 

Manip, nevertheless, is not denoted in this example. The direction of the surface 

object is moved from the Target, which plays the role of source, to the goal. 

On the contrary, the direction of the object is toward the Target in AFFECT-e, 

the WRAP subtype. Fun2 (粉) ‘the powder’ in (99) is moved from the powder box 

onto the face of the agent. In other words, the path of the object is from the source to 

the goal, namely the Target. One more interesting point is that though the 

relationships between the surface objects and the Targets in AFFECT-d and 

AFFECT-e are in reverse order, both the Targets and the Manips in the two 

subclassifications, on the other hand, do not emerge in our data. The surface objects 

therefore are specifically focused with the occurrence in the object slots. 

According to Dixon (2005), the Manip in AFFECT-f, the STRETCH subtype, 

is manipulated by the Agent to change the state or shape of the Target as in I twist it 

with my hands. All the three roles occur in this sentence. However, the example (100) 

is an intransitive usage. Only the Target in the subject position is profiled as in sok4 

er5 da2 giu5 giu2 le (索仔打糾糾哩) ‘The rope twists’. 

With regard to the verbs in AFFECT-g, the BUILD subtype, they involve an 

Agent who creates something by the Manip. The created object therefore is the 

Product role termed by Dixon. Example (53) specifies that the object co2 hai5 (草鞋) 
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‘the straw shoes’ are created by the action of weaving. What needs to be mentioned is 

that not until the process of the action is accomplished can the product be created. The 

product, therefore, is the incremental theme. 

The last classification is AFFECT-h, the BREAK subtype. The physical unity 

of the Target in this category is destroyed. In other words, the breaking result of the 

Target is implied. For example, zhi3 pau3 (紙炮) ‘the firecrackers’ in (49) exploded 

after getting burned by the fire. In some instances, the breaking meaning is conveyed 

by the complement following the verb as in (69). Like verbs from the STRETCH type, 

the BREAK verbs can be applied in an intransitive usage as well. Consider the 

transitive and intransitive examples shown in (76) and (78) respectively which are 

introduced in section 4.1.2.1. 

 
 

(76) 佢打缺碗哩。 
   Gi5  da2  kiet4  von2  le 

    he   hit   chip  bowl  PART 
‘He chipped the bowl.’  

 
 

(78) 碗打缺哩。 
    Von2  da2  kiet4  le 

     bowl   hit  chip  PART 
‘The bowl chipped.’  
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4.2 Sentential Structures of da2 Constructions 

Having discussed the phrasal structures of Hakka da2 constructions with 

regard to the concept of argument realization and transitivity which are proposed in 

the previous section, this section will provide a constructional approach in dealing 

with sentential structures. Being a highly transitive verb, da2 develops various 

meanings from the original ‘to hit’ to other relevant semantic representations such as 

‘to dig’ in da2 ziang2 (打井) ‘to excavate the water well’, or ‘to weave’ in da2 co2 

hai5 (打草鞋) ‘to weave straw sandals’, etc. In addition, many compounds occur in 

da2 data, which may occur in an intransitive usage. Therefore, two canonical 

sentential structures with the examples are hypothesized as below: 

 
(101)  SYNTAX       [  Subj   da2/ da2-V2 (Compound)  D.O.  ] 

 
SEMANTICS    [  Agent                    Patient  ] 

                                       
(102)  佢去打米哩。 
     Gi5  hi3  da2  mi2  le 

      he   go  hit   rice  PART 
‘He goes to pound rice.’  

 
 
(103)  SYNTAX       [  Subject   da2-V2 (Compound)  ] 

 
SEMANTICS    [  Agent                    ] 

                         
(104)  這孲  仔會打竳哩。 
     Lia  o5nga3  er5  voi3  da2  den1  le 

      this  baby    SF  can   hit  stand  PART 
‘This baby learns how to stand.’  
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(101) represents the semantic and syntactic mapping of a transitive pattern 

while (103) shows the mapping of an intransitive usage. The instance in (102) with 

the two arguments profiled as an agent and a patient, and (104) with the argument 

profiled as an agent, are the representative examples in the two canonical structures. 

However, while the mapping between semantics and syntax of da2 constructions 

seems to be regular, the linguistic performance is with variety. The examples 

introduced in 4.1.2.1 before can illustrate the intrigued phenomena. 

 
 

(105) 佢打缺碗哩。 
    Gi5  da2  kiet4  von2  le 

     he   hit   chip  bowl  PART 
‘He chipped the bowl.’  

 
 

(106) 佢  碗打缺哩。 
    Gi5  lau1   von2  da2  kiet4  le 

     he   CAUS  bowl  hit  chip  PART 
‘He chipped the bowl.’  

 
 

(107) 碗打缺哩。 
     Von2  da2  kiet4  le 
     bowl   hit  chip  PART 

‘The bowl chipped.’  
 
 

(105) follows the mapping of the pattern (101) which contains an agent and a 

patient. However, the morpheme lau1 (扌老) may occur in the sentence as presented in 
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(106). Though with identical arguments, the semantic meaning of (106) is with minute 

difference with that of (105). On the other hand, unlike the pattern (107) which 

contains an agent, it is the patient von2 (碗) ‘the bowl’ which occupies the place of 

the subject. Therefore, it is insufficient to apply the two patterns (101) and (103) to 

illustrate the sentential performance of da2 constructions. In the following section, 

three sentential structures: causative constructions, inchoative constructions, and 

unaccusative constructions will be discussed.  

 

4.2.1 Causative Constructions 

A causative construction, denoting a complex event, is defined as a structure 

that is derived from a simple active sentence by adding a new argument to indicate the 

role of CAUSER, as examples from Italian, French, or Japanese in Palmer’s (1994) 

study can illustrate. While some languages employ a special causative affix which 

derives a transitive verb from an intransitive verb (Dixon 2005), others like English 

use MAKING verbs such as have, make, let, and get to play the role of causative 

markers in English causative constructions. Similar causative markers like rang4 (讓) 

‘let’ or ling4 (令) ‘let’ can also be observed in Mandarin. In Hakka, typical causative 

constructions are represented by the structure: Subject + CAUSER + Object + VP, in 

which the causer can be LAU (扌老), BUN (分), TUNG (同), or ZIONG (將) in terms 
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of different considerations. The detailed phenomena will be introduced in 4.2.1.1. On 

the contrary, it is observed that though some causative constructions are without 

causative markers, the semantic content of causative meanings can be illuminated 

holistically by syntactic constructions. Representative instances will be discussed in 

4.2.1.2 to demonstrate the concept that constructions themselves carry certain 

meanings. 

 

4.2.1.1 Causative Constructions with causative markers 

In Hakka, typical causative constructions are represented by two structures. 

The first one is Subject + LAU (扌老) + Object + VP and the second is Subject + BUN 

(分) + Object + VP. The surface forms of the two canonical structures are identical 

with the basic meanings of causativity. Consider the two examples. 

 
 
(108) 阿公  孲  仔打吭咕。 
    A7gung1    lau1   o5nga3  er5  da2  ang5gu5 

     grandfather  CAUS  baby   SF   hit   learn to talk 
‘Grandfather teaches the baby to talk.’  

 
 

(109) 佢會分亻厓去台北。 
     Gi5  voi3  bun1  ngai5  hi3  toi5bet4 
     he   will  CAUS  I      go  Taipei 

‘He would let me go to Taipei.’  
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With the morpheme lau1 (扌老) equipping with the causative function as in (108) 

a7 gung1 lau1 o5 nga3 er5 da2 ang5 gu5 (阿公  孲  仔打吭咕) ‘Grandfather 

teaches the baby to talk’, it is explicit that the agent a7 gung1 (阿公) ‘the grandfather’ 

causes the patient o5 nga3 er5 (孲  仔) ‘the baby’ to do the action da2 ang5 gu5 (打

吭咕) ‘to talk’. Another marker in Hakka is bun1 (分), which is developed from a 

verb with the original meaning ‘to give’ to a causative verb as in (109) gi5 voi3 bun1 

ngai5 hi3 toi5bet4 (佢會分亻厓去台北) ‘He would let me go to Taipei’ (Lai 2001). 

Similarly, the agent gi5 (佢) ‘he’ lets the patient ngai5 (亻厓) ‘me’ to do the action. 

Therefore, it is explicit that the two words lau1 (扌老) and bun1 (分) play the role of 

causative markers in Hakka. However, the intricate features of them need to be 

clarified. It is observed that in LAU causative constructions, both the agent and the 

patient participate in the activity designated by VP while only the patient involves in 

the activity designated by VP in BUN constructions. Take (108) and (109) for 

instances again. Not only the patient o5 nga3 er5 (孲  仔) ‘the baby’ but also the 

agent a7 gung1 (阿公) ‘the grandfather’ in (15) participate the activity of da2 ang5 

gu5 (打吭咕) ‘to talk’. However, the one which performs the action of hi3 toi5bet4 

(去台北) ‘to go to Taipei’ is the patient ngai5 (亻厓) ‘me’ only. The intricate 

phenomena of the minute distinction of both markers therefore need to be clarified 

from the investigation of the semantic representations and the syntactic functions of 
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the two morphemes LAU and BUN. In this section, only the causative performance of 

them is emphasized in our discussion.  

The semantic and syntactic intricacy of the two polysemous morphemes LAU 

and BUN in Hakka are scrutinized by Lai (2001, 2003a, 2003b). Lai (2003b) claims 

that LAU, of which the original verbal denotation is ‘to mix, to blend, to put together’, 

has its grammatical development with various semantic representations. It is argued 

that the verb LAU decategorized into a preposition with the meaning of ‘together 

with’ and consequently into a conjunction with the meaning of ‘and’. In addition, 

various senses such as goal sense, source sense, benefactive sense, and patient sense 

are developed from the commutative sense in the metonymic processes. The process 

of the structural and semantic development of LAU is presented in figure 1.          

 
Figure 1  Structural and semantic development of LAU (Lai 2003b: 557) 
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Lai (2003a), applying constructional approach, deals with LAU constructions 

with multiple grammatical functions. As mentioned above, the morpheme LAU in 

Hakka includes five semantic roles: a commutative, a goal, a source, a benefactive, 

and a patient. Among them, the patient function in LAU constructions undertakes the 

result of the action. Lai further assumes that when the morpheme LAU marks the role 

of patient in Hakka LAU constructions, it is compatible with the predicate which 

denotes the end point of the action. Instances with different aspectual classes: states, 

activities, accomplishments, and achievements are given below (Lai 2003a: 367-368). 

 
 
(110) *阿姑扌老阿明當惜。 
    *A7gu1  lau1   Amin  dong1  siak4 

      aunt   CAUS  Amin   very   love 

 

(111) 亻厓扌老飯煮十分鐘。 
    Ngai5  lau1  pon3  zu2  siip5  fun1zung1 

     I     CAUS  rice  cook  ten   minutes 
         ‘I cooked the rice for ten minutes.’ 

 

(112) 阿明扌老信仔寫好哩。 
    Amin   lau1   sin3   er5  sia2-ho2     le 

     Amin  CAUS  letter  SF  write-finish  PART 
         ‘Amin finished writing the letter.’ 

 

(113) 阿明扌老杯仔打爛哩。 
    Amin  lau1    bui1  er5   da2-lan3   le 

     Amin  CAUS  cup  SF    hit-break  PART 
         ‘Amin has broken the cup.’ 
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In Hakka LAU constructions, a state verb is impermissible since no action 

which can affect the patient is implemented. Case (110) which contains a state verb 

therefore is unacceptable. Though being an atelic verb as well, an activity verb can 

still signify a terminal point for the action by the effect of some adverbials or relevant 

adjuncts (Lai 2003a) as proposed in (111). The temporal adverbial siip5 fun1 zung1 

(十分鐘) ‘ten minutes’ has the effect of denoting an end point of the action. As for an 

accomplishment verb and an achievement verb which are both telic in essence, they 

are undoubtedly compatible with LAU constructions since both of them specify 

terminal points as in (112) and (113). In addition, it is observed that the complements 

ho2 (好) ‘finish’ and lan3 (爛) ‘break’ which specify the result of the action contribute 

the resultative constructions in Hakka LAU constructions. Therefore, resultative 

constructions have to be tackled as well. 

Goldberg (1995) analyzes the English resultative constructions and defines the 

resultatives in a purely semantic representation: 

 

Resultatives can only be applied to arguments which potentially undergo a 

change of state as a result of the action denoted by the verb. 

                                                   (Goldberg 1995: 188) 

 

Traditionally, the arguments are identified as patients. The resultative 

constructions therefore can be diagrammed as follows: 
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       Resultative Construction 
 
          Sem   CAUSE-BECOME   <  agt   pat   result-goal  > 
                         R 
          R: instance, 
             means     PRED       <                        > 
 
 
          Syn           V           SUBJ   OBJ   OBLAP/PP

 
Figure 2: Goldberg (1995: 189) figure 8.1 

 

The following example in (114) illustrates an achievement verb with its 

complement. Being a prototypical transitive verb, the word da2 (打) ‘to hit’ mainly 

has its patient argument. The resultative construction can additionally contribute a 

result-goal role to the verb da2 (打) ‘to hit’ as in figure 3: 

 
(114) 佢打缺碗哩。 
    Gi5  da2  kiet4  von2  le 

     he   hit   chip  bowl  PART 
‘He chipped the bowl.’  

 
 
          Sem   CAUSE-BECOME   <  agt   pat   result-goal  > 
                         means 
           
                       HIT         < hitter   hittee            > 
                        打            佢     碗      缺 
 
 
          Syn           V           SUBJ   OBJ   OBLAP/PP

 
Figure 3  Resultative construction in Hakka  
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However, the figure of resultative constructions proposed by Goldberg can not 

deal with the causative constructions with causative markers since no position is 

designed for causative markers as exemplified in (115). 

  
 
(115) 阿明扌老杯仔打爛哩。 
    Amin  lau1    bui1  er5  da2-lan3   le 

     Amin  CAUS  cup  SF   hit-break  PART 
         ‘Amin has broken the cup.’ 
 
 

Another specific example is a7 gung1 lau1 o5 nga3 er5 da2 ang5 gu5 (阿公 

扌老孲  仔打吭咕) ‘Grandfather teaches the baby to talk’ which we mentioned before. 

It is explicit that the agent a7 gung1 (阿公) ‘the grandfather’ causes the patient o5 

nga3 er5 (孲  仔) ‘the baby’ to do the action da2 ang5 gu5 (打吭咕) ‘to talk’.  

 
 

(116) 阿公扌老孲  仔打吭咕。 
    A7gung1    lau1   o5nga3  er5  da2  ang5gu5 

     grandfather  CAUS  baby   SF   hit   learn to talk 
‘Grandfather teaches the baby to talk.’  

 
 

What needs to be specified is that not only the patient but also the agent in this 

sample participate in the act of da2 ang5 gu5 (打吭咕) ‘to talk’. Therefore, two 

subevents can be observed as presented in figure 4: 
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                      LAU 
 
              

Agt             Pat           VP 
  
                           A 
             
                                 B  
 
 

Figure 4  Two subevents of Hakka LAU constructions 
 
 

This figure signifies two subevents occurring in (116) which illustrate that the 

baby gradually learns how to talk during the process of teaching performed by the 

grandfather. During the teaching activity, both participants involve in the action of 

talking. To be more specifically, the subject profiled as an agent is the causer who has 

a causative influence (A) on the object, that is, a patient. Consequently, this 

causativity makes the patient to execute the action of the predicate, which is also done 

by the agent. In other words, the patient potentially undergoes a change of state (from 

not knowing how to talk into learning how to talk) which is the result of the action (B) 

done by both arguments, namely, the agent and the patient. Therefore, this case shows 

that the morpheme LAU is causativized from the comitative sense ‘with’.  
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The second causative marker to be introduced is BUN. Like LAU, BUN 

exhibits multiple grammatical functions as well. The basic verbal meaning of BUN is 

‘to give.’ According to Lai (2001), two evolvement paths are derived. The first one is 

the verb-to-complementizer cline in which BUN is decategorized into a goal marker 

and consequently into a complementizer for clause linking. The other one is the 

verb-of-giving-to-agent-marker cline. In this development, a causative usage is 

observed. Consider the following example. 

 
 

(117) 其爸分佢去打夜學。 
     Gia4  ba1   bun1   gi5   hi3  da2  rha7  hok8 
     his   father  CAUS  him  go   hit  night  school 

‘His father let him go to night school.’  
 
 

In this context, the agent gia4 ba1 (其爸) ‘his father’ is willing to give the 

patient gi5 (佢) ‘him’ the opportunity to do the action of da2 rha7 hok8 (打夜學) ‘to 

go night school’. In other words, the control is transferred from the agent to the 

patient. In this way, the causative sense is generated. Similar to the configuration of 

LAU constructions, two subevents can also be perceived in BUN constructions. 

Nevertheless, a minute difference arises: 
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                      BUN 
 
              

Agt             Pat           VP 
  
                          A 
             
                                 B  
 
 

Figure 5  Two subevents of Hakka BUN constructions 
 
 

Figure 5 shows that the agent playing the role of the causer permits the patient 

to do the action, which is signified by the marker of BUN (A). Attaining to the 

transfer of control, the patient subsequently does the action. However, unlike the 

patterns in LAU causative constructions, the agent does not involve in the 

administration of the action. (117) illustrates that only the patient gi5 (佢) ‘him’ goes 

to the night school. The agent, gia4 ba1 (其爸) ‘his father’, does nothing but gives 

away the control to the patient. In sum, though both of the LAU constructions and the 

BUN constructions can represent causative meanings, the sub-events perform 

diversely. In other words, the agent in LAU causative constructions not only has the 

authority of causativity but also participates in the action. Nevertheless, the agent in 

BUN causative constructions only has the right of permitting the patient to do 

something. The subject position is occupied by the patient instead. The minute 
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semantic representations of the two with idiosyncrasy are due to primary meanings of 

the words lau1 (扌老) and bun1 (分), which denote ‘to mix’ and ‘to give’, respectively. 

 

The third causative marker occurs in Hakka da2 constructions is TUNG (同). 

Lai (2002) discusses the comparison and contrast between LAU and TUNG 

cross-dialectally. The former one is used in Northern Sixian Hakka while the latter is 

applied mainly in Dongshi (Dapu) Hakka. Unlike LAU whose verbal functions are 

limited to some data only, TUNG exhibits abundant productivity in verbal usage. 

From the basic verbal meaning ‘to share with, to accompany’, TUNG develops its 

adjective meaning of ‘same’ and adverbial meaning of ‘together’. Subsequently, 

through the involvement into a comitative preposition denoting ‘with’, TUNG is 

finally grammaticalized into a comitative conjunction with the meaning of ‘and’. 

Several senses such as goal sense, source sense, benefactive sense, and patient sense 

are derived at the stage of being a comitative preposition. The causative meaning of 

TUNG therefore is also provided by the sense of patient as in (118) (Lai 2002: 165):  

 
 

(118) 山賊同佢搶淨淨。 
     San1 cet8  tung5   gi5  ciong2  ciang3ciang3 
     Robber    CAUS  him   rob    emptily 

‘He was robbed of everything by a band of robbers.’  
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The grammaticalization process of TUNG can be rendered in Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6  Structural and semantic development of TUNG (Lai 2002: 174) 

 
 
 

The last one is the constructions with the causer ZIONG (將) as in (119): 

 
(119) 佢…將門打開來。17

     Gi5…ziong1  mun5  da2  koi1  loi5 
     he   CAUS  door   hit  open  come 

‘He let the door to be open.’  
 

                                                 
17  The data is extracted from Hakka Stories from Miaoli (苗栗縣客語故事集), p.8. 
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The morpheme ZIONG (將) is preferred in an idiomatic usage such as the 

instances like ziong1 sim1 bi2 sim1 (將心比心) ‘to feel for others; to judge other 

people’s feeling by one’s own’ and ziong1 gung1 zhat4 cui7 (將功折罪) ‘to atone for 

mistakes by meritorious service; to make amends for one’s crimes by good deeds’. 

Therefore, Hakka causative constructions with ZIONG markers are less in frequency.  

 

4.2.1.2 Causative Constructions without causative markers 

In 4.2.1.1, we introduce the standard causative constructions with causative 

markers which can explicitly illustrate the representation of causativity. Nevertheless, 

some constructions without overt causative markers in Hakka can still be detected 

carrying causative meanings.  

 
 
(120) 水災打走兩儕人。 
     Shui2zai1  da2  zeu2  liong1  sa5  ngin5 
     flood     hit   go    two    CL  person 

‘The flood flushed away two people.’  
 
 
(121) 雞子打嘴卵殼。 
     Gai1zii2  da2  zoi3   lon2  hok4 
     chicken   hit  mouth  egg   shell 

‘The chicken breaks the eggshell by its beak.’  
 
 

In the instance (120) shui2 zai1 da2 zeu2 liong1 sa5 ngin5 (水災打走兩儕人) 

‘The flood flushed away two people’, the prototypical causative marker LAU or BUN 
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does not emerge. However, the causal representation is observed explicitly. The 

natural force shui2 zai1 (水災) ‘the flood’ which plays the role of the agent causes the 

patient liong1 sa5 ngin5 (兩儕人) ‘two people’ to be flushed away da2 zeu2 (打走). 

The figure which prohibits the phenomenon of causation is given below: 

 
 
                     
                                 VP 
       

Agt    .      da2   走            Pat 
  
                 
                   A                 B  
                    
 
 

    Figure 7  The causative representation of the instance shui2 zai1 da2 
zeu2 liong1 sa5 ngin5 (水災打走兩儕人) ‘The flood flushed 
away two people.’ 

 

In (120), the agent performs the action of da2 (打) ‘to hit’, causing the patient, 

which is in the object position, to do the action of zeu2 (走) ‘to walk’. The transfer of 

energy is transparent and the causation from the agent to the patient is overt. 

Another example is (121) gai1 zii2 da2 zoi3 lon2 hok4 (雞子打嘴卵殼) ‘The 

chicken breaks the eggshell by its beak’ in which the agent chicken causes the patient 

eggshell to be broken. Intriguingly, the post-predicate element in the former example 

(120) is an intransitive verb zeu2 (走) ‘to go, to run’ while in the latter (121), a noun 
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zoi3 (嘴) ‘the mouth, the beak’. On the other hand, the phenomena exhibited by (121) 

are intricate. The relevant figures are presented below: 

 
 
                     
                                       VP 
       

Agt        .          da2   破           Pat 
  
                 
                 用嘴          
                           A                 B 
 

 
Figure 8.1  The causative representation of the instance gai1 zii2 rhung7 

zoi3 da2 po3 lon2 hok4 (雞子用嘴打破卵殼) ‘The chicken 
breaks the eggshell by its beak.’ 

 
 

 
 
                           
                                       VP 
       

Agt     .             da2   嘴           Pat 
 
                 
                    嘴                        
                             A                B 
 
                            conflation 
 

 
Figure 8.2  The causative representation of the instance gai1 zii2 da2 zoi3 

lon2 hok4 (雞子打嘴卵殼) ‘The chicken breaks the eggshell by 
its beak.’ 
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Figure 8.1 is the pattern in which three arguments are profiled: an agent, a 

patient, and an instrument in the sentence of gai1 zii2 rhung7 zoi3 da2 po3 lon2 hok4 

(雞子用嘴打破卵殼) ‘The chicken breaks the eggshell by its beak’. It is explicit that 

the agent uses the instrument zoi3 (嘴) ‘the mouth, the beak’ to do the action of hitting 

which causes the patient lon2 hok4 (卵殼) ‘the eggshell’ to be broken. However, in 

figure 8.2, the integration of the constituents of the structure occurs. First, the transfer 

of energy is opaque. The patient in this example seems to be the word zoi3 (嘴) ‘the 

mouth, the beak’ since it is the element which follows the main verb da2 (打) ‘to hit’ 

sequentially. Nevertheless, the authentic patient is performed by lon2 hok4 (卵殼) ‘the 

eggshell’. The original instrument zoi3 (嘴) ‘the mouth, the beak’ in this context 

merges with the resultative complement po3 (破) ‘broken’ and occupies the location 

of the second element in the verbal compound. Po3 (破) ‘broken’ which is absorbed, 

consequently, is invisible in the sentence. In other words, the result of the causation is 

implicit. There is no clue to denote the broken status of the patient lon2 hok4 (卵殼) 

‘the eggshell’. However, the meaning of po3 (破) ‘broken’ still can be inferred due to 

pragmatic strengthening. Since the unhatched chicken is in the egg, the only method 

for it to come off the egg is to break the eggshell by its beak. Zoi3 (嘴) ‘the mouth, 

the beak’ therefore takes in charge of the semantic representation of po3 (破) ‘broken’. 

Accordingly, the pragmatic inference is strengthened from the meaning of the 
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construction in actual usage. That is, the semantic representation of this example is 

conveyed by the constructional meaning. In any event, the grammatical device to 

express the denotation of causing someone to perform the relevant action is absent in 

these cases. Without causative markers, the responsibility of offering the causative 

representation will be ascribed to the construction itself consequently. 

 

4.2.2 Inchoative Constructions 

Traditionally, causative and inchoative construction alternations are regarded 

as the patterns in which a verb can either be transitive or intransitive in different 

situations. Jackendoff (2002) assumes that the intransitive usage conceptualizes the 

coming about (INCH), whose one-place argument is a State. In (122) and (123), the 

former shows the causative usage while the latter is an inchoative construction: 

 
(122) 阿公扌老孲  仔打吭咕。 
    A7gung1    lau1   o5nga3  er5  da2  ang5gu5 

     grandfather  CAUS  baby   SF   hit   learn to talk 
‘Grandfather teaches the baby to talk.’  

 
(123) 孲  仔打吭咕。 
     O5nga3  er5  da2  ang5gu5 
     baby     SF  hit   learn to talk 

‘The baby learns to talk.’ 
 

Unlike (122) which has two subevents as shown in figure 4, only one event 

which is a State occurs in (123). The subject place is occupied by a patient instead of 
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by an agent. In other words, the agent loses its status and becomes implicit in 

inchoative constructions as in Figure 9. 

 
                      
              

Agt          .  Pat           VP 
  
                           
                                    
 
 

Figure 9  The event in Hakka inchoative constructions 
 

In the following examples, (124) is a standard transitive usage. While (125) is 

a causative construction with the causative marker LAU, (126) is an inchoative 

construction. 

 
(124) 佢打缺碗哩。 
    Gi5  da2  kiet4  von2  le 

     he   hit   chip  bowl  PART 
‘He chipped the bowl.’  

 
(125) 佢扌老碗打缺哩。 
    Gi5  lau1   von2  da2  kiet4  le 

     he   CAUS  bowl  hit  chip  PART 
‘He chipped the bowl.’  
 

(126) 碗打缺哩。 
     Von2  da2  kiet4  le 
     bowl   hit  chip  PART 

‘The bowl chipped.’  
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In these examples, the predicates are composed of the verb da2 and its 

complement in which the resultative representation is generated. However, since (126) 

is an intransitive construction, a slightly different resultative construction is required 

other than the original resultative constructions as shown in Figure 2 (Goldberg (1995: 

189) figure 8.1). Therefore, the diagram of the intransitive resultative construction 

which is derived from the resultative construction is presented by Goldberg (1995: 

191): 

 
   Resultative Construction 
 
          Sem   CAUSE-BECOME   <  agt   pat   result-goal  > 
                          
           
                      PRED        <                        > 
 
 
          Syn           V           SUBJ   OBJ   OBLPP/AP

 
                                     IS: cause 
              Intransitive 
              Resultative 
              Construction 
 
               Sem   BECOME   <  pat   result-goal  > 
                          
                
                      PRED       <                 > 
 
 
               Syn      V           SUBJ   OBLAP/PP

 
Figure 10: Goldberg (1995: 191) figure 8.3 
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Therefore, with the examples (124) and (126), the figures of Hakka resultative 

and intransitive resultative constructions are demonstrated below. 

 
 
Resultative Construction 
 
 
          Sem   CAUSE-BECOME   <  agt   pat   result-goal  > 
                          
           
                       HIT         < hitter   hittee            > 
                        打            佢     碗      缺 
 
 
          Syn           V           SUBJ   OBJ   OBLPP/AP

 
                                     IS: cause 
              Intransitive 
              Resultative 
              Construction 
 
               Sem   BECOME   <  pat   result-goal  > 
                          
                
                       HIT       < hittee             > 
                        打          碗       缺 
 
 
               Syn      V          SUBJ   OBLAP/PP

 
 

Figure 11  Intransitive resultative construction in Hakka  
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4.2.3 Unaccusative Constructions 

Unaccusatives are the verbs which lack external argument (Grimshaw 1990). 

To be more specifically, the surface subject of unaccusative verbs is an underlying 

object instead of an underlying subject. Therefore, it is the inanimate theme which is 

placed in the subject position. 

 
 
(127)  竹仔愛打直。 
      Zhuk4   er5   oi3  da2  cit8 

       bamboo  SF   need  hit  vertical   
‘The bamboo needs to be put vertically.’  

 
 

(128)  酒罐愛打橫。 
      Ziu2  gon3   oi3   da2  vang5      

       wine  bottle  need  hit   horizontal   
‘The bottle of wine needs to be put horizontally.’  

 
 

(129)   門愛打側。 
      Mun5  oi3   da2  zet4   

       door   need  hit   side   
‘The door needs to be put sideward.’ 

 
 

The implicit agents which are not referred in these instances cause the themes 

to be in a certain state or in a particular manner. Themes here are disposed in different 

ways.  
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One point needs to be addressed is that the word da2 (打) loses its semantic 

meaning of hitting in these examples. The authentic verbal meaning is signified by 

one other verb following the complement, such as biong3 (放) ‘to put’, which can be 

omitted in the data as in (127) to (129), or can be manifested as in (130) to (132). 

 
 
(130)   竹仔愛打直放。 
      Zhuk4   er5   oi3  da2  cit8     bing3 

       bamboo  SF   need  hit  vertical  put 
‘The bamboo needs to be put vertically.’  
 
 

(131)   酒罐愛打橫放。 
      Ziu2  gon3   oi3   da2  vang5     biong3 

       wine  bottle  need  hit   horizontal  put 
‘The bottle of wine needs to be put horizontally.’  

 
 

(132)   門愛打側放。 
      Mun5  oi3   da2  zet4  biong3 

       door   need  hit   side  put 
‘The door needs to be put sideward.’ 

 
 

This second verb in these instances, therefore, is the one which executes the 

activity in [VCV] structures. The word da2 (打), on the other hand, carries the 

meaning of ‘in the way of’ instead of the original one ‘to hit’. 

In addition, unaccusative constructions in Hakka are pervasive with weather 

verbs like rain, snow, thunder, etc. While an expletive subject is required in English 
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since English is a subject-prominent language, such as It rains or It thunders; the 

dummy pronoun it, however, is not necessary in Chinese languages including Hakka. 

Therefore, the subject position of the construction here is empty. The natural force si1 

bet4 shui2 (西北水 ) ‘north-west rain’ is the object and da2 functions as an 

unaccusative verb in da2 si1 bet4 shui2 (打西北水) ‘to fall north-east rain’. 

 
 

(133) 昨晡日打西北水。 
     Ca1 bu1ngit4  da2  si1  bet4   shui2 
     yesterday     hit  west  north  water 
     ‘It fell north-east rain yesterday.’ 
 
 

Another instance denoting weather is ca1 bu1 ngit4 da2 lui5 gung1 (昨晡日打

雷公) ‘It thundered yesterday’ as presented in (134):  

 
(134) 昨晡日打雷公。  

Ca1bu1ngit4  da2   lui5 gung1 
yesterday     hit  the god of thunder 
‘It thundered yesterday.’ 

 

 

4.3 Structural Variations in Discourse Use 

One more issue that requires to be taken up has to do with the performance of 

constructions in discourse use. With different requirements such as simplicity or 

economy of speech, variations may occur. Constructions therefore, are the 
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information packaging strategies in our daily life conversation. Since our collected 

data concerning discourse usage is limited in quantity, this thesis will give a 

preliminary introduction to these variations at present, which includes topicalization 

or left dislocation, deprofiling under certain contexts, repetition, and the phenomenon 

in which some arguments may equip with two argument roles. Due to the limitation of 

this thesis, other variations which do not observed in the present data need to be 

investigated in the future studies. Let’s start with the first one with a change of word 

order. 

Topicalization and left dislocation are two of the means to signal a new topic. 

The topics in both cases are moved to the beginning of the sentence presented as new 

information. In other words, the word order of the arguments in the sentence changed. 

The comparative examples are listed below. 

 
 

(135) 佢打缺碗哩。 
    Gi5  da2  kiet4  von2  le 

     he   hit   chip  bowl  PART 
‘He chipped the bowl.’  
 

 
(136) 碗佢打缺哩。 
    Von2  gi5  da2  kiet4    le 

     bowl  he   hit   chip    PART 
‘It is the bowl that He chipped.’  
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(137) 碗，佢打缺哩。 
    Von2  gi5  da2  kiet4    le 

     bowl  he   hit   chip    PART 
‘It is the bowl, that He chipped.’  
 
 

Example (135) is the general active form in daily usage. The patient von2 (碗) 

‘the bowl’ follows the predicate. With regard to (136) and (137), the strategy of 

topicalization is applied in the former instance while the left dislocation is operated in 

the latter one. It is observed that in both (136) and (137), the patients are moved 

forward to the sentence-initial position. This movement highlights the emphasis on 

the object von2 (碗) ‘the bowl’. 

 

With regard to omission, Goldberg (2000) proposes the Principle of Omission 

under Low Discourse Prominence, which assumes that the non-topical or non-focal 

element in the context may be omitted due to its insignificance. 

 

Principle of Omission under Low Discourse Prominence: 

Omission of the patient argument is possible when the patient argument is 
construed to be deemphasized in the discourse vis à vis the action. That is, 
omission is possible when the patient argument is not topical (or focal) in the 
discourse, and the action is particularly emphasized (via repetition, strong 
affective stance, contrastive focus, etc.). 
                                                (Goldberg 2000) 
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Thus, certain argument roles may be omitted in discourse contexts. Example 

(138) is the representative instance which shows the omission of the object.  

 

(138) …亻厓个<L2 語言程度L2>18當高个人打開來亻厓居然聽無19... 
           Ngai5  ge3   yu3yan2  cheng2du4  dong1  go1  ge3  ngin5     

I     GE   language    level     very   high  GE  person 
da2  koi1  loi5   ngai5  gi1yen5     tang1  mo5 

           hit   open  come   I   unexpectedly  listen  NEG 
‘With such a high language level, how come that I can not realize what 
people say in television.’ 

 
 

According to the context, the agent complains that he can not realize what 

people say in TV programs. The unexpressed patient is therefore the television. Since 

the topic in (138) is focused on the incomprehension situation that the agent has 

encountered, the TV is deprofiled and plays the role of implicit patient consequently. 

 

In the third type, some arguments will occur repeatedly due to emphasis. As 

we have introduced before, tung5 (同) is the morpheme which provides the causative 

meaning by the sense of patient. The patient role here is played by vok3 teu5 goi3 (鑊

頭蓋) ‘the pod lid’. For the consideration of emphasis, the patient in (139) is repeated. 

The ordinary sentence is proposed in (140) for comparison. It is suggested that the 

patient vok3 teu5 goi3 (鑊頭蓋) ‘the pod lid’ has experienced a movement which 
                                                 
18  The notations <L2 L2> specifies Code Switching in discourse transcription conventions. 
19  The data is extracted from the NCCU Corpus of Spoken Hakka (國立政治大學客語口語語料庫). 
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causes it to relocate in front of the causative marker TUNG. The original location, 

subsequently, is filled by its corresponding pronoun gi5 (佢) ‘it’. 

 

(139) 其家娘該鑊頭蓋就同佢打開看20… 
     Gia5  ga5ngiong5   gai5  vok3teu5  goi3  ciu3   tung5  gi5  da2 

her  mother-in-law  that    pot     lid   then   CAUS  it   hit 
koi1   loi5   kon3 

     open  come   see 
‘Her mother-in-law takes up the pot lid to see (what happened in the pot).’ 
 
 

(140) 其家娘就同該鑊頭蓋打開看… 
     Gia5  ga5ngiong5    ciu3   tung5   gai5  vok3teu5  goi3   da2 

her  mother-in-law   then  CAUS   that    pot      lid    hit 
koi1   loi5   kon3 

     open  come   see 
‘Her mother-in-law takes up the pot lid to see (what happened in the pot).’ 
 
 
 

The last one is also an interesting sentence. In (141), two events are embedded 

in the sentence.  

 
 

(141) 亻厓係來害佢碗打爛21… 

     Ngai5  he3  loi5   hoi3   gi5  von2  da2  lan3 

      I     am  come  harm   he   bowl  hit  broken 

‘It’s the mistake of me to make him break the bowl.’ 

 

                                                 
20  The data is extracted from Hakka Stories from Dungshi (Ⅲ) (東勢客語故事集(三)), p.164. 
21  The data is extracted from Hakka Stories from Dungshi (Ⅴ) (東勢客語故事集(五)), p.4. 
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(141) illustrates the scene that it is the agent’s fault who (ngai5 (我) ‘I’) makes 

gi5 (佢) ‘he’ to break the bowl. In this sentence, the explicit patient is the bowl 

without doubt. However, the status of gi5 (佢) ‘he’ is intriguing. In the first subevent, 

gi5 (佢) ‘he’ plays the role of patient who is affected by the agent ngai5 (我) ‘I’. On 

the other hand, the one who breaks the bowl is gi5 (佢) ‘he’ as well. In other words, 

gi5 (佢) ‘he’ possesses two roles in (145). The patient gi5 (佢) ‘he’ in the first 

subevent, therefore, simultaneously plays the role of the agent in the second subevent. 

 

4.4 Summary 

Chapter Ⅳ offers a scrutinized analysis on the integration of verbs and the 

form-meaning pairings, namely, constructions. Three domains of Hakka da2 

constructions have been accomplished. First of all, with the exploration of the three 

structures [VN], [VC], and the [VAV], the argument realization and affectedness of 

transitivity of each type are examined. Through the eight classifications of AFFECT 

verbs proposed by Dixon (2005), the extension of the core meanings of Hakka da2 

can be a prelude to the polysemous representations of Hakka da2. The second part of 

this chapter has taken up the sentential constructions, followed by a preliminary 

introduction to these structural variations in discourse use in the last part. 


